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My Name is Anna Wengreen and I am ready to be your senator for the College of Performing and Visual Arts. As a
sophomore here at SUU, I have found a passion for Art. Which has led me to Major in Art and Minor in Art
Administration and Graphic Design.
Through my role as a peer mentor here at SUU I have learned, fought, provided, and advocated for students'
needs. This role helped me gain vital leadership skills, taught me how to effectively communicate with students
from all backgrounds, and helped make campus a more comfortable place for each student I interacted with. I
have the personality that genuinely wants to listen to others' needs. I would like to be that listening ear for the
students in the College of Performing and Visual arts.
Traveling is one of the best ways to enhance personal growth. I would like to have more accessible opportunities
for my fellow students in the CPVA college to travel. Through traveling we can experience life in different ways by
exploring new places and cultures. As artists, we are constantly looking for new inspiration and our environment
often influences our work. By creating a cheaper and more reachable way to travel we as CPVA students can
grow.
I will ensure that the college of performing and visual arts is heard and recognized. Students we will not be in
their own little world, but rather, a valued part of the community here at SUU. Lets have new possibilities for all
the members of our college to share more experiences with the rest of the student body. Not only will this unify
our college it will open the eyes to others of how much talent lies in the CPVA students. I do believe that art is
expressed in many different ways. I would like to support my fellow CPVA students in their works and talents, by
learning how to better support and encourage each other while we are on our own unique paths. Let's together
create a more unified community in the arts that can help us amplify our talents and voices.
Whatever our future holds in store for us as students in the College of performing and visual arts I hope we can
learn how to better support each other. By electing me as the Senator for the College of Performing and Visual
Arts together we can grow.

